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We are a Recruitment Agency with a purpose.
Proudly B Corp certified. Our mission and impact go far beyond recruitment.

A trusted partner, supporting growth, change and success at pace since 2001.

 

Technology | Data | Engineering| Science | Sustainability 
| eCommerce | Marketing | Design



Understandably, what happened in the coming months wasn’t in the original plan and caused nothing 
short of a whirlwind, a rapidly changing journey that we continue to navigate to this day. On reflection, it 
provided us with an opportunity to evaluate, adapt and discover new ways of collaborating internally and 
externally, identifying new opportunities that would support our purpose and essentially, help us become 
the better version of ourselves we’re always striving for. 

We approach our second year as a B Corp with clear intentions of increasing our social, economic and 
environmental contributions whilst recognising the gains we’ve made during a first challenging year as 
a B Corp.

ADLIB certified as a B Corp in September 2019.



We believe that B Corp should become a normal part of every company’s everyday business. We know 
that an inclusive workplace brings engagement, and creating an environment of involvement, respect, 
and collaboration ultimately drives more business value. We are driven to work with clients who value all 
of their stakeholders. 

So much more than a recruitment company:
We’ve analysed and identified specific Sustainable Development Goals.
We’re committed to creating a working environment that is inclusive, empowering and respectful.
We invest time and resources into civic engagement activities.
We believe in stakeholder capitalism. 

What does B Corp mean to us? 



...for our people we have... 
Trained a team of diversity and inclusion 
champions .  

Reached a smidge under 50% female gender 
balance company wide. 

Reached a smidge under 50% female 
management balance. 

Raised awareness of employee wellbeing and 
mental health.

Become a 100% employee owned business.

Since certifying as a B Corp 
in 2019…

...for the planet we have… 
Offset our annual carbon footprint.  

Launched our Sustainability Recruitment arm. 

Increased our client base with a focus on clients 
with tech4good and sustainability at their heart. 



...within our communities we have…
Volunteered an average of 60 hours a month across numerous community led initiatives (Jun – Dec 2019).

Launched the GreenTech SW meetup in Feb 2020, currently standing at 430 members (and counting).

Created our Beyond Recruitment campaigns – Inclusive marketing, Dive into data and Design for Good.

Partnered with the Future Economy Network, Tech4Good, Black Girl Convention and TechSPARK.

Maintained our memberships with TechTalent Charter, Bristol Equality Charter and The Women in 
Business Charter. 

Helped close the skills gap with Boomsatsuma, Bristol Works and Bristol Media.



Civic Engagement - GreenTech South West Meet up

In February 2020, our Tech Recruitment team launched GeenTech South West, a meetup and a community 
with the objective of raising awareness and playing an impactful role in making the South West greener.

Several months in with 430 members signed up, the team have shared, educated and discussed expert 
insight and thought-provoking discussions on how technology is aiming to help preserve our environment 
and battle the massive and urgent issue of climate change. 

Collaborators to date have included Sophie Dembinski from Ecosia (Planting one tree at a time), Sara 
Tellahoun from Anthesis (An evidence based approach to tacking climate crisis in cities), Mauro Fazian 
from SuSy Research (Analyse the sustainability of any building using the SuSy checker app), Liam Snelling 
from Digital Detox (How to speak to any client about their digital climate footprint) and Jo Hand (How to 
lighten your footprint on the planet using tech for good). 

CASE STUDY



Stakeholder Capitalism - 100% Employee Owned Business 

Over recent years, we’ve been considering the future of ADLIB. It’s always felt like it would be a challenge 
to find a suitable buyer who would retain ADLIB’s ethos, substantiated by our B Corp certification in 
2019 and the drive to balance profit and purpose. The most important factor was holding on to our 
independence and the flexibility to invest in our growth, whilst ensuring we retain our B Corp certification.

By far the best solution to ensure ADLIB has a long standing future was to hand over the business to 
the people we know and have helped create it into what it is today, whilst adding an additional layer of 
employee attraction for those who will help spearhead our next phase of growth.

CASE STUDY



Since our accreditation in September 2019, we have reviewed and refined how we can continually 
improve. Although not verified, the B Lab system has awarded us points for moving into a 100% employee 
ownership model, we’ve adopted a specific legal entity structure that preserves our mission over time 
and identified which of the UN Sustainable Development Goal commitments we can most closely support 
(amongst much more).

Like all B Corps, we must complete the B Impact Assessment every three years, cementing our ongoing 
commitment to raising standards of transparency, accountability and performance. This gives us a score 
out of 200. The median score for non-B Corps of our size is 53.6. In 2019 we scored a total score of 82.8, in 
2020/21 we are aiming to achieve an ambitious increase to 120+. We are not due to be retested until 2022, 
however our intention is to improve annually and be the best version of ourselves we possibly can.

B Corp Accreditation and our improvement initiatives



Our verified B Corp scores in 
September 2019

Our target B Corp scores 
for 2020/21

Overall 82.8

Governance 17.3

Workers 36.9

Community 20.8

Environment 9.0

Customers 5.6

Overall 127.6

Governance 19.2

Workers 72.5

Community 21.1

Environment 9.0

Customers 5.6



Our pledges to support the 
Sustainable Development Goals in 20/21
The United Nations sustainable development goals are the world’s collective call to action. To end poverty 
and restore our planet’s life support systems by 2030. We have identified five key areas within our 2020 / 
2021 plan as to how ADLIB will make a positive contribution and support a decade of action.



End hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition.
We will provide a % of our annual company profits to Feeding Bristol. Everyone should have access to 
nutritious and affordable food, along with the skills, knowledge and empowerment to eat healthily.

Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls.
ADLIB have a balanced female to male ratio throughout the company and at management level board. We 
will continue to strive for increased female representation at all levels. 

Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment 
and decent work for all.
We are proud to be employee owned, which is key to our shared success. After 12 months, each employee 
is offered shares in the business at no cost. After 36 months, the shares offered are doubled. 

Reduce inequalities within and amongst countries.
We are committed to passing on our knowledge and skills to the communities around us.

Take climate action.
Our sustainability recruitment proposition will directly support organisations committed to fighting 
climate change, whilst our GreenTech SW meet up community continues to educate and inform. 



We are guided by our values when deciding which clients we’d like to work with. We operate with honesty 
and integrity always and we expect our clients to share our commitments and approach. We’re pleased to 
present the % revenue ADLIB generates from high carbon producing sectors. 

In addition, we also pledge our commitment to not working with any business associated with gambling, 
pay day, short term or high interest lending, manufacturers of illegal products and industries that carry a 
high risk of human rights violations.   

Percentage of revenue from high carbon producing sectors:
• Oil & gas (0%)
• Electricity and heat (0%)
• Aviation (<1% @ strong ESG credentials in line with polices)
• Road transport (0%)
• Logistics (<1%, strong ESG credentials in line with policies)
• Residential (<1%, strong ESG credentials in line with policies)
• Agriculture (0%)
• Forestry and land management (0%)

Client carbon disclosure



Thank You.

Creating teams. Shaping futures.
We are a Technology, Data, Marketing and Creative Recruitment Agency with a mission and impact 

that goes far beyond recruitment. Proudly B Corp certified. 
A trusted partner, supporting growth, change and success at pace since 2001.

Becoming a B Corp has been a business-changing experience for ADLIB, playing a major 
contributor to our decision to move to an employee owned business. It has also put us into 
the heart of a fast-growing community and welcoming of likeminded businesses who truly 
want to balance profit and purpose as a collective. 

Thank you to everybody connected to ADLIB that have supported us on our journey.



Contact us

If you’d like market specific information please feel free to get in touch with the ADLIB team.

Technology Data eCommerce Design

Find us at St Bartholomews House, Bristol, BS1 2NH and contact us on 0117 926 9530
Connect with us at LinkedIn and follow us on Twitter

www.adlib-recruitment.co.uk

Creating teams. Shaping futures.
We are a Recruitment Agency operating within the Technology, Data, Engineering, Science, Sustainability, 

eCommerce, Marketing and Design industries. Proudly B Corp certified.  Our mission and impact go far 
beyond recruitment. A trusted partner, supporting growth, change and success at pace since 2001.
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